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An element =/=0 of a ring R is called semi-idempotent if and only if
is not in the proper two sided ideal generated by
i.e., c e R(c2-c)R or R(2--cOR--R.

-,

0 is also counted among semi-idempotents. Obviously idempotents and
units of R are semi-idempotents.
In [1] W. B. Vasantha proved certain results about semi-idempotents
in group rings. We give a generalization of one of the results in the paper
and use it to give a characterization of local rings.
Throughout the rest of this paper, R will denote a ring with identity.
Rad R denotes the Jacobson radical of R.
R, then either cr is semi-idempotent or R(1--cr)R
Theorem A. If

Proof. I

is not semi-idempotent, we have
e R(-)R_R(1--)R.
Also (l--a)e R(1--a)R. So we have R(1-a)R=R.
Remark. This was proved in [1] for the case R=KG, K a field, G

abelian.
Lemma 1. Non-zero elements o.f RadR are not semi-idempotent.
Proof. Let a be a non-zero element of Rad R. As (l--a) is invertible,
R(a--a)R=RaR(_Rad R) is therefore a proper ideal containing a. Hence
a is not semi-idempotent.
Theorem B. The following are equivalent for a ring R.
(1) (R/Rad R) is a division ring.
(2) The only semi-idempotents of R are units and zero.
Proof. Suppose that the only semi-idempotents of R are units and
zero. Consider
I=( e RIRcR=/=R}. I we show that I is closed under addition, then
I will be a two sided ideal.
Let a, fl e I. If a+fl e I, we have R(a+/)R=R, i.e., there exists elements a, b, a RaR, b e RflR, such that a+b--1.
Neither a nor b can be zero. But as a e RaR, RaR=/=R, a is not semiidempotent by hypothesis. Hence R(1--a)R---R by Theorem A. That is
RbR--R, which contradicts the fact that b e I.
Hence I is closed under addition. It is easily seen that I is the unique
maximal two sided ideal. Now we claim that it is actually a unique maximal left ideal. If a is any non-zero element such that Ra=/=R, then a is not
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invertible.

So by hypothesis
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is not semi-idempotent, i.e.,

e R(o-o)R

=/=R.

From RoR_R(o2-o)R==/==R follows now e I.
Thus we get that any such that R=/=R is contained in I. Thus I is
the unique maximal left ideal of R. Hence I-Rad R and (R/Rad R) is a
division ring.
Conversely, let (R/RadR) be a division ring. Let be a non-zero
semi-idempotent of R. Then e Rad R by Lemma 1. Hence by assumption
is a unit modulo Rad R. This implies, as is well known, that is a unit.
Remark. If R is commutative, this shows that if R has a unique
maximal (two sided) ideal, then the only semi-idempotents of R are units
and zero. This need not be true if R is non-commutative. For example
in the matrix rings over fields there is a unique maximal two sided ideal.
But every element is semi-idempotent.
In [1] the following conjecture was made.
"Let K be a field and R--KG the group ring over any group G. If -1
is not a unit in R, then is semi-idempotent". Now we exhibit an example
to show that this conjecture is not true.
Let R=KG with KZ2 and G---S, where
$3: {1, a, a 2, v, at, a%}
and r=(1, 2). Then for a=l +a++r e R, it
cycle
the
2,
3)
is
(1,
where a
can be verified that Ra=oR. Also a=/=l, a-- so that a is not a unit in
is not semi-idempotent since a---l+r and c=-("-)
R. Now
+a(ac--o)+(oc--oc)a e R(o2--o)R also R(o--oOR_RoR:/:R.
Therefore a is not semi-idempotent. But a-l=a+a+r is not a unit
in R, since (a--1):/:1 and (a--1)=(c--l) 2.
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